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J  U  D  G  M  E  N  T 

 

1).       The prosecution case as it is reflected in the ejahar lodged by one Sri 

Bubul Bora is that on 26-08-2008 at about 4.30 p.m. his sister-in-law Smt. 
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Rekha Bora inflicted dao blows over the person of his brother Babul Bora as a 

result of which Babul Bora sustained serious injuries and he [Bubul Bora] and 

his brother Prasanta Bora though shifted him [Babul Bora] to Jorhat Civil 

Hospital but at 6 p.m. Babul Bora succumbed to his injuries. In pursuance to 

the ejahar lodged by the informant Sri Bubul Bora, a case being Jorhat P.S. 

Case No. 426/2008 was registered u/S. 302 of I.P. Code. The investigating 

officer, S.I. Sri Pradeep Kalita, who was entrusted with the charge of 

investigation, investigated the case and ultimately submitted charge-sheet 

against the accused Smt. Rekha Bora u/S. 302 of I.P. Code.   

 

2).        The accused being entered into her appearance before the learned 

court below in G.R. Case No. 940/2008, the learned Chief Judicial Magistrate, 

Jorhat, Sri Aparesh Chakravorty, after furnishing the copy committed the case 

to the Sessions court as the case is a sessions triable one.  

 

3).       On the appearance of the accused before this court after committal, 

charge was framed u/S. 302 of I.P. Code against the accused getting prima-

facie material under the said section of law. The charge being read over and 

explained to the accused, she pleaded not guilty and claimed to be tried.  

 

4).         The prosecution to bring home the charge against the accused 

examined as many as 9 (nine) witnesses including the investigating officer and 

Medical Officer. Defence side adduced one evidence on behalf of the accused.  

 

5).       The point for determination in this case is –  

(1) Whether the accused person committed the murder of Babul Bora with an 

intention to cause his death? 

 

6).        I have heard the arguments placed by the learned counsels for both 

sides and considered the entire evidence on record. 
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DECISIONS AND REASONS THEREOF: 

7).          Now to arrive at a judicious decision, let me scrutinize the evidence of 

the prosecution witnesses. 

                First of all, let me discuss the evidence of PW-1, Sri Bubul Bora who is 

the informant-cum-brother of the deceased. During his evidence, he disclosed 

that on the date of occurrence at about 4.30 P.M. while he was in his house 

which is ten feet away from the house of Babul Bora, he suddenly heard 

scream of his brother Babul Bora. Immediately he rushed to the house of 

Babul Bora and noticed through the window of Babul that Smt. Rekha Bora 

seeing him fled away with a long dao in her hand. It is further disclosed by him 

that inside the house except Babul and the accused he did not witness any 

other person. According to him, he immediately entered into the house of 

Babul and found him lying at the ground near the bed with blood on his body. 

It is further disclosed by him that his brother Prasanta Bora also immediately 

came to the spot and both of them shifted Babul Bora to Jorhat Civil Hospital 

but within half an hour he [Babul Bora] expired. It is revealed that prior to 

shifting the deceased to the hospital he informed Bhogdoimukh Police Out 

Post regarding the occurrence and later on submitted a written ejahar 

[Exhibit-1]. He testified that police of Bhogdoimukh Police Out Post prepared 

the inquest after observing the dead body in his presence. 

              This witness was cross-examined at length by the defence. During 

cross-examination, he disclosed that there was no dispute between the 

brothers regarding the land. It is denied by him that he did not state before 

police on hearing the scream of his brother and regarding witnessing accused 

Smt. Rekha Bora running with a dao. It is also denied by him straightway that 

to grab the land of Babul Bora he committed murder of Babul and lodged false 

allegation against the accused. It is admitted by him that Babul Bora 

sometimes use to take liquor.  

 

8).       PW-2, Sri Pradeep Bora testified that on the date of occurrence while he 

was at Bhogdoimukh Police Out-Post discussing some matter with the In-
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charge, at that moment accused appearing at the Police Out-Post with a dao 

in her hand confessed before police that she inflicted cut injury on her 

husband. It is disclosed by him that police seized the dao from the hand of the 

accused vide seizure-list [Exhibit-3] in his presence and he exhibited Exhibit-3 

(1) as his signature. He exhibited Material Exhibit-1 as the dao which is similar 

to the dao handed over by the accused to police.  

               It is disclosed by him during cross-examination that accused appeared 

at the Bhogdoimukh Police Out-Post at about 5 p.m. It is, however, denied by 

him that accused did not state anything before police. It is revealed by him 

that he did not know Babul or Bubul.  

 

9).      PW-3, Sri Lakhi Hatibaruah who is a constable at Bhogdoimukh Police Out-

Post claimed that on 26/08/2008 while he was on duty at the said Out-Post at 

about 5 p.m. the accused who is present at the dock appeared at the 

Bhogdoimukh Police Out-Post alongwith a dao and in presence of In-charge of 

the Out-Post she disclosed that she had cut her husband and that her name 

was Smt. Rekha Bora, a resident of Chengeli Gaon. He exhibited Material 

Exhibit-1 as the dao alongwith which the accused appeared at the Police Out-

Post. According to him, in his presence the In-charge of the Out-Post Sri 

Pradeep Kalita seized the dao vide seizure-list [Exhibit-3]. 

           It is denied by him during cross-examination that accused stated before 

police that by the dao somebody has committed murder of her husband.   

   

10).      PW-4, Sri Prasanta Bora who is the brother of deceased testified that on 

26/08/2008 at about 4.35 p.m. while he was in his house the occurrence 

happened. According to him, at that time his brother Babul Bora was in his 

own house and he [PW-4] was sweeping his shop which was adjacent to the 

house of deceased Babul Bora. He further disclosed that he witnessed his 

sister-in-law Smt. Rekha Bora returning back to the house from somewhere. It 

is also testified by him that suddenly he heard the scream of his brother and 

while immediately he ran to the backside of his house he observed through 
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the window that the accused inflicted dao blow on the person of his brother 

and while he [PW-4] raised hue & cry at that moment the accused ran away 

with the dao in her hand. At that moment, according to him, his brother Bubul 

Bora also came to the spot as he called him. It is testified by him that his 

brother’s body was stained with blood and they somehow managed to bring 

him to the Jorhat Civil Hospital by an auto-rickshaw but he succumbed to his 

injuries at the hospital. He exhibited Material Exhibit-1 as the dao vide which 

his brother Babul Bora was cut by the accused Smt. Rekha Bora. 

             During the lengthy cross-examination faced by this witness from the 

defence side he denied that though the land between the brothers were not 

partitioned through Court yet there was no quarrel between the brothers for 

the land. It is denied by him that he did not witness any occurrence of 

inflicting dao blow by the accused upon her husband and that he has falsely 

stated about the said fact. Though this witness admitted that on the date of 

occurrence his sister-in-law went to the Namghar [temple] yet he straightway 

denied that at the time of occurrence the accused was inside the Namghar. It 

is admitted by him that the accused never misbehaved them and her 

husband. It is also denied by him that for grabbing the land of the accused 

they committed the murder of the deceased.  

 

11).      PW-5, Smt. Rupa Bora who is the sister-in-law of the deceased testified 

about noticing the accused running through the field with a dao in her hand at 

about 5.30 p.m. while she was sweeping the courtyard of their house. Prior to 

that, she heard the scream from the house of the deceased. She further 

disclosed that her husband Prasanta Bora noticed through the window that 

accused Smt. Rekha Bora gave dao blow to her husband Babul Bora and 

regarding the said fact her husband informed her. 

             This witness during cross-examination revealed that the deceased and 

his other two brothers Bubul and Prasanta resided in the same compound in 

different houses and all the houses were adjacent to each other and there 

was no family partition in the property. According to her, there is no quarrel 
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between the brothers regarding landed property. Though it is admitted by her 

that on the date of occurrence the accused attended the Gopini Sabha held at 

their village Namghar but the accused returned back to the house earlier to 

the closing of the Gopini Sabha. It is denied by her that at the time of 

occurrence the accused was present in the Gopini Sabha. It is admitted by her 

that she never witnessed any misbehavior caused by the accused towards her 

husband and her brothers-in-law.  

 

12).       PW-6, Sri Babati Bora divulged about witnessing some police personnel 

at the house of deceased Babul Bora and that he also immediately visited the 

said place and disclosed about witnessing pool of blood inside the house of 

Babul Bora. He visited the hospital on getting information that already the 

deceased was brought to the hospital, he while visiting the hospital noticed 

the deceased with cut injuries on the head but he did not witness the other 

part of the body of the deceased. 

            During cross-examination it is denied by him that there was any 

property dispute between the deceased and his two brothers. He disclosed 

that he visited the house of the deceased and the brothers occasionally and 

know that there was family partition between the deceased and the brothers 

which was done amicably. He also further disclosed that he did not witness 

any quarrel between the deceased and the accused.  

 

13).        PW-7, Dr. Dhurba Nath Phukan, who performed the autopsy over the 

dead body of Babul Bora on 27-08-2008 at Jorhat Civil Hospital, found the 

following: 

                A male dead body of average built with rigor mortis. Multiple injuries 

are present, which are as follows: 

1. Multiple lacerated injury of variable sizes present on right forearm 

antero-medials. 

2. A deep lacerated injury of size 3” x ½” exposing bone on left elbow 

joints on its posterior aspect. 
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3. Multiple lacerated injuries present on left forehand on posterior aspect 

with facture metacarpal bone of the left index finger. 

4. Lacerated injury grievous sizes and shape found on left lacerally with 

fracture libia on middle 1/3rd of the bone. 

5. On the right lower by fracture both bone and lacerated injury of 

variable sizes present. 

CRANIUM & SPINAL CANAL 

              Multiple lacerated injury of different sizes and shapes present more 

on the right side of the skull with fracture bone on the tempera parietal 

region of the skull right side. 

              Membrane is lacerated and on dissection blood clot present on the 

brain and membrane with fracture on the left parietal region of the skull. 

               All the injuries are ante-mortem in nature. 

             The doctor opined that death of the deceased was due to 

haemorrhage and neurogenic shock due to multiple lacerated injuries 

sustained by the deceased. 

             The doctor stated that Exhibit-4 (post-mortem report) was prepared by 

him and Exhibit-4 (1) is his signature in the aforesaid post-mortem report. 

              During cross-examination the doctor stated that the lacerated injury 

described in the forearm can be caused by falling on the ground. He also 

further disclosed that deep lacerated injury at the left elbow can also be 

caused by falling from height. He also further stated that such type of injury 

cannot be caused from a fall from a height over some hard substance on the 

ground. He also further stated that he has not mentioned in his report 

whether there was any blood oozing out from the injury and admitted that he 

did not found alcohol on the body of the deceased. has not preserved the 

visceras for chemical examination as he has ascertained the cause of death of 

the deceased. 

 

14).      PW-8, Sri Ranju Bora, disclosed that he knew the accused woman 

present and the dock and also knew the husband of the accused. He disclosed 
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that brother of the deceased named Bubul Bora informed him that his brother 

Babul Bora was murdered by his wife (accused) Rekha Bora. He further 

disclosed that after getting the information he immediately rushed to the 

Jorhat Civil Hospital and found the deceased lying dead at the hospital. He 

also testified that he was present while police prepared inquest over the dead 

body of the deceased and he put his signature in the Inquest Report [Exhibit-

2]. 

               During cross-examination, he revealed that he was present at the 

Jorhat town when the occurrence took place. He testified that he has no 

knowledge if any Gopini Sabha was organized in the village on the date of 

occurrence. He further stated that he did not meet the accused after the 

occurrence and never enquired the accused about the occurrence. He denied 

that there is any dispute regarding property matters between the deceased 

and his brothers. He admitted that police did not enquire him anything 

regarding the occurrence and that he has no personal knowledge about the 

occurrence. 

              

15).      PW-9, Sri Pradeep Kalita is the In-charge, Bhogdoimukh Police Out-Post, 

who on receipt of verbal information from Sri Bubul Bora regarding death of 

Babul Bora of Chengeli Gaon, entered the said information in G.D. Entry 

bearing No. 538 dated 26/08/2008. He proved the G.D. Entry as Exhibit-5. It is 

further disclosed that on the next day one written ejahar [Exhibit-1] was 

lodged by Sri Bubul Bora. It is also disclosed by this witness that on 

26/08/2008 at about 5.05 p.m. accused Smt. Rekha Bora appeared at the said 

Police Out-Post alongwith a dao in her hand and while he enquired to the 

accused she informed him that by the said dao she had caused murder of her 

husband Babul Bora while he was sleeping. He further disclose that he seized 

the dao from accused Rekha Bora vide seizure-list [Exhibit-3]. He also proved 

the Material Exhibit-1 as the dao seized by him at the Police Out-Post from 

the hands of accused Rekha Bora. He also testified that he visited the place of 

occurrence and on arrival he could know that already the deceased was 
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shifted to Jorhat Civil Hospital and accordingly he went to Jorhat Civil Hospital 

where he found the dead body of Babul Bora with cut injury on his person. He 

further disclosed that he performed inquest over the dead body in presence 

of witnesses. He also proved the Inquest Report as [Exhibit-2]. He further 

stated that he prepared the Sketch Map [Exhibit-7] of the site of occurrence 

and also recorded the statement of witnesses. He further testified that after 

his transfer he submitted the case diary to the successor I.O. and his successor 

collected the post-mortem report and submitted charge-sheet against the 

accused.  

             During cross-examination, the I.O. revealed that witness Sri Bubul Bora 

did not state before him during recording of statement u/S. 161 Cr.P.C. that 

hearing the scream of his brother he rushed to the place of occurrence and 

witnessed Rekha Bora running with a dao towards outside of the house. He 

denied during cross-examination that Rekha Bora did not state before him 

that she committed the murder of her husband. It is further denied by him 

that the accused while returning back from the Gopini Sabha organized at the 

Namghar she found her husband lying with injury on his person at bed and 

that she witnessed a dao over the bed and took the said dao into her hand 

and informed at the Police Out-Post regarding the fact. He further denied that 

he did not record the statement of any independent witness and eyewitness.  

 

16).         DW-1, Sri Ajit Dutta, testified that on 26/08/2008, Gopini Sabha was 

held at their Namghar and accused Smt. Rekha Bora was present in the said 

Gopini Sabha. He further stated that though he did not went to the Gopini 

Sabha but he could know from his wife Smt. Lakhi Dutta that Smt. Rekha Bora 

was present at the Namghar. He further testified that his wife stated before 

him that while the Gopini Sabha was continuing at that time the accused 

rushed towards her house hearing hue & cry from her house. He also stated 

that he has no knowledge of any other things except this much. 

                During cross-examination by the prosecution side this witness stated 

that he did not visit the Namghar and stated that his wife did not disclose 
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before him that at what time accused Smt. Rekha Bora attended the said 

Gopini Sabha and up-to what time she [accused] attended the said Gopini 

Sabha. 

 

17).        It is strenuously argued by the learned defence counsel to show that 

the accused is no way involved in the alleged incident of murder of the 

deceased. It is submitted that there is no motive behind the commission of 

murder of the deceased who is the own husband of the accused. Pointing out 

to the evidence of Smt. Rupa Bora [PW-5] who is the sister-in-law of the 

deceased it is submitted that admittedly there was cordial relationship 

between the accused and the deceased and under such circumstances it is not 

at all believable that the accused who is the own wife of the deceased would 

take the life of her own husband. 

               It is also argued that accused was at the Gopini Sabha held at the 

village at the time of occurrence and she hearing the noise came to her house 

and found her husband with cut injury. According to the learned defence 

counsel the accused suddenly noticing her husband in such condition and 

observing the dao near her husband rushed to the police station to inform 

police about the occurrence and everybody misunderstood her as the culprit. 

            Apart from this, the learned advocate for the accused also submitted 

that there is major contradiction between the testimonies of Sri Bubul Bora 

[PW-1] and Sri Prasanta Bora [PW-4] who are the brothers of accused. 

According to him though Prasanta Bora claimed that he witnessed accused 

while the accused was inflicting the dao blows to her husband yet the said 

evidence is not at all believable as Sri Bubul Bora [PW-1] did not state that 

Prasanta Bora came earlier to him and witnessed the incident. It is submitted 

that as Sri Bubul Bora [PW-1] and Sri Prasanta Bora [PW-4] came almost at the 

same time and Sri Bubul Bora [PW-1] did not witness accused assaulting the 

deceased so it is not at all possible on the part of PW-4 to witness the 

occurrence.  
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             On the above count the learned defence counsel argued that this 

Court should not rely the eyewitness. 

                 Lastly, it is submitted that the confession alleged to be made by the 

accused at the police station is not admissible as per law laid down in the 

Evidence Act and court cannot take into account such confessional statement. 

 

18).         The prosecution side, on the other hand, submitted that by adducing 

cogent and reliable evidence prosecution has been able to establish that 

accused is the perpetrator of the crime.  

 

19).         The fact that Babul Bora died on 26/08/2008 is nowhere disputed. 

The evidence of witnesses Sri Bubul Bora [PW-1], Sri Prasanta Bora [PW-4], 

Smt. Rupa Bora [PW-5] coupled with the evidence of doctor [PW-7] 

established the fact relating to death of Babul Bora on 26/08/2008. Now the 

question is whether it is homicidal death or not. Doctor found multiple 

injuries on the body of deceased Babul Bora which are as follows: 

1. Multiple lacerated injury of variable sizes present on right forearm antero-

medials. 

2. A deep lacerated injury of size 3” x ½” exposing bone on left elbow joints on its 

posterior aspect. 

3. Multiple lacerated injuries present on left forehand on posterior aspect with 

fracture metacarpal bone of the left index finger. 

4. Lacerated injury grievous sizes and shape found on left lacerally with fracture libia 

on middle 1/3rd of the bone. 

5. On the right lower by fracture both bone and lacerated injury of variable sizes 

present. 

               The doctor opined that multiple lacerated injury of different sizes and 

shapes present more on the right side of the skull with fracture bone on the 

tempera parietal region of the skull right side. The doctor further opined that 

the membranes are lacerated on dissection blood clot present on the brain & 

membrane with fracture on the left parietal region of the skull. He further 

opined that death of the deceased was due to haemorrhage and neurogenic 

shock due to multiple lacerated injuries sustained by the deceased. The 
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doctor also opined that the injuries are ante-mortem in nature. The doctor’s 

evidence is nowhere challenged by the defence side in any way. There is also 

no suggestion from the defence side that these injuries are self-inflicted 

injuries. Nothing is found why this type of injuries would be inflicted by the 

deceased himself at his vital parts. The doctor’s evidence makes it clear that 

the death of the deceased is homicidal in nature. 

 

20).        Now the pertinent question to be determined is who is the 

perpetrator of the crime. In the instant case, the prosecution case rests on the 

testimony of the sole eyewitness Sri Prasanta Bora [PW-4] who is the own 

brother of the deceased Babul Bora. Other witnesses are though not 

eyewitnesses but some of them namely Sri Pradip Bora [PW-2] Sri Lakhi 

Hatibaruah [PW-3] are the witnesses who claimed noticing visit of the accused 

in the evening of the occurrence at the police station with a dao which she 

handed over to police. Apart from this, prosecution also relied upon the 

version of Sri Bubul Bora [PW-1] who claimed witnessing accused with dao 

inside the room of the deceased and reliance is also taken upon the version of 

Smt. Rupa Bora [PW-5] who narrated about witnessing the accused running 

through the road with a dao. 

 

21).          Though the case rests on the evidence of solitary eyewitness yet it is 

settled law that conviction can be recorded on the testimony of the sole 

eyewitness if it is trustworthy and wholly reliable.   

 

22).             On the backdrop of the above settled principle of law now let me 

discuss whether Sri Prasanta Bora’s [PW-4] testimony about witnessing 

accused inflicting several blows on the deceased by dao inside the bedroom of 

the deceased is wholly reliable or not. In the instant case, there is no denial 

regarding the fact that Sri Prasanta Bora [PW-4] house is adjacent to the 

house of accused. He is the own brother of the deceased and was sweeping 

the shop situated adjacent to the house of deceased at about 4.30/5 p.m. of 
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the date of occurrence. Suddenly he heard the scream of his brother and 

running towards the backside of the house witnessed the occurrence of 

inflicting the dao blows by the accused on the person of the deceased. He 

being the brother of the deceased and present at his shop situated just 

adjacent to the house of accused, his presence at the place of occurrence and 

witnessing the occurrence by the window after hearing the scream of 

deceased is quite natural. His presence at the place of occurrence hence 

cannot be doubted. Being the own brother of the deceased he has nothing to 

falsely implicate his own sister-in-law who was the wife of deceased. Close to 

the heel of the testimony of Sri Prasanta Bora [PW-4], the another brother of 

the deceased, Sri Bubul Bora [PW-1] testified about coming near to the place 

of occurrence hearing scream of his brother in the afternoon at about 4.30 

p.m. and noticing the accused inside her own house with a dao in her hand. 

He also corroborated the fact about appearance of Sri Prasanta Bora [PW-4] 

at the place of occurrence immediately after the scream. So he corroborated 

presence of Sri Prasanta Bora [PW-4] near the place of occurrence while he 

also came hearing the scream. The evidence of the eyewitness Sri Prasanta 

Bora [PW-4] could not be assailed by the defence in any way. No discrepancy 

between his testimony before the Court to that of 161 Cr.P.C. statement could 

be brought by defence inspite of thorough cross-examination. No doubt could 

be brought regarding witnessing the occurrence by this witness. Though 

suggestion was put that for land dispute he and his brother PW-1 murdered 

the deceased yet the said suggestion was straightway denied by these 

witnesses. Defence counsel could not adduce any evidence in this aspect. 

Rather, prosecution witness Sri Babati Bora [PW-6] who is a neighbour of 

deceased and frequently visited his house testified about amicable family 

partition between the accused and his brothers and having no enmity 

between the brothers. The evidence of Sri Prasanta Bora [PW-4] is found to be 

cogent, reliable and he is found to be a wholly reliable witness. 
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23).           The evidence of Sri Prasanta Bora [PW-4] shows that he claimed 

that while he raised hue & cry the accused immediately fled away with the 

dao in her hand. PW-1 also corroborated the fact that accused whom he 

witnessed in the room of deceased with dao immediately after hearing the 

scream of deceased, left the place running with the dao seeing them. The 

above fact is also corroborated by Smt. Rupa Bora [PW-5] who is the wife of 

PW-1. She saw the accused running through the field carrying a dao in her 

hand while she was sweeping the courtyard in front of her house. Though PW-

1, PW-4 & PW-5 are close relatives of the deceased there is no bar to accept 

the testimony of related witness. 

                     In the case of State of Uttar Pradesh –versus- Sri Binode Kumar, 

1992 Cri.L.J. 1115, the Hon’ble Apex Court reiterated its earlier observation in 

the following words: 

                   “Mere interestedness by itself is not valid ground for discarding or rejecting 

the sworn testimony and nor can it be laid down as an invariable rule that interested 

evidence can never form the basis of conviction. What all that is necessary is that the 

evidence of interested or related witnesses should be subjected to a very careful scrutiny 

with extreme care and caution and if on such scrutiny the testimony is found to be 

intrinsically reliable then that evidence may be relied upon in the circumstances of the 

particular case to base a conviction thereon”. 

 

24).           The evidence of PW-1 informant and PW-4 shows that they then 

finding their brother Babul Bora with blood stained injuries were busy in 

shifting him to the hospital. So obviously they were not in a position to chase 

the accused to apprehend her. 

 

25).             Accused admittedly came to the police station with the dao in her 

hand in the afternoon of the date of occurrence. Witness Sri Pradeep Bora 

[PW-2] an independent witness who happened to be at the police station at 

that particular time for some discussion with police and who even did not 

know the deceased and his brothers, in his firm and reliable voice testified 

about accused’s appearance at the police station with the dao. One constable 
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Sri Lakhi Hatibaruah [PW-3] who happened to be at the police station at that 

time also had the opportunity to witness the accused’s appearance at the 

police station with the dao. I.O. Sri Pradip Kalita [PW-9] also speaks about 

appearance of the accused at the police station with dao at 5.05 p.m. and G.D. 

Entry of Bhogdoimukh Police Out Post bearing No. 539 [Exhibit-6] proves the 

said fact. Seizure list [Exhibit-3] vide which the dao was seized in presence of 

the seizure witnesses PW-2 & PW-6 and admission of accused established the 

fact that accused came with the dao at 5.05 p.m. at the police station.  

 

26).             The accused claimed during her 313 Cr.P.C. statement that she was 

not at home and went to the Gopini Sabha on the date of occurrence and 

came back to the house hearing hue & cry of her husband from her house. 

She further states that while she came to the house and found her husband 

with injuries she inquired the elder brothers of her husband but getting no 

answer went to the police station to inform about the occurrence with the 

dao which was lying near her husband. 

 

27).              Now the question is how far her above plea is acceptable. Sri Ajit 

Dutta [DW-1] who is examined by the defence side is a reported witness who 

claimed to get the information that accused was at the Gopini Sabha at the 

time of occurrence from his wife. But surprisingly enough defence did not 

examine the source from which the information was received by DW-1. Hence 

DW-1’s evidence being hearsay is not admissible. The accused did not 

examine herself as witness. While I have scrutinized her above plea I do not 

find it at all believable on the background of the proved facts and 

circumstances against her which is established by the prosecution. It is alleged 

by the accused that she came to the house in the afternoon hours hearing 

scream of her husband and found him in injured condition. If that plea of 

accused would have been true then certainly other women attending the 

Gopini Sabha would have also heard the scream and rushed to the place of 

occurrence. But evidence is lacking in this regard. Though it is admitted by the 
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eyewitnesses Sri Prasanta Bora [PW-4] and Smt. Rupa Bora [PW-5] that the 

accused attended the Gopini Sabha on the date of occurrence yet PW-4 

disclosed that prior to hearing the scream of his own brother (deceased) he 

witnessed accused coming back to the house. PW-4 heard the scream of the 

deceased after arrival of accused in the house and observed the incident of 

inflicting dao blows by the accused upon the deceased. The informant [PW-1] 

also noticed accused inside the house of the deceased with dao in her hand 

and deceased lying by the side of the bed with injuries. Both PW-1 & PW-4 

immediately brought the accused to the hospital where he died after half an 

hour.  

               Though the husband of accused was lying with injury yet the accused 

instead of raising any hue & cry to draw the attention of the neighbourers and 

instead of taking any pain to save his life left the place immediately with the 

dao in her hand and then surrendered at the police station. It is not a 

reasonable and expected conduct on the part of the wife of an injured person 

to rush first with the dao to the police station which is at 4 km distance away 

from the place of occurrence as per noted in the printed form of FIR instead 

of seeking any help from neighbourers or informing the women of the Gopini 

Sabha which was continuing at that time and instead of making any 

arrangement for immediately shifting the injured husband to hospital. 

 

28).           As per the evidence of Sri Pradeep Bora [PW-2], Sri Lakhi Hatibaruah 

[PW-3] and I.O. [PW-9] the accused came to the police station in the 

afternoon herself and confessed that she inflicted injury on her husband. 

However, this confession which was given in presence of police is not at all 

admissible as per the law of Evidence. 

                 The informant Sri Bubul Bora [PW-1] immediately prior to shifting his 

brother to hospital informed police of Bhogdoimukh Police Out Post over 

telephonic message about the fact regarding inflicting injury by accused Smt. 

Rekha Bora upon the deceased Babul Bora at 4.30 p.m. of 26/08/2008. In this 

regard, Bhogdoimukh Police Out Post registered G.D. Entry No. 538 dated 
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26/08/2008 the certified copy of which is exhibited as Exhibit-5. Written 

ejahar [Exhibit-1] was lodged after the death of Babul Bora at the hospital on 

the same day of occurrence. So, First Information Report [Exhibit-5] and G.D. 

Entry corroborates the version of informant and Sri Prasanta Bora [PW-4]. 

 

29).          After getting such telephonic message immediately five minutes 

later, i.e., at 5.05 p.m. the accused came to the Police Out Post of 

Bhogdoimukh Police Out Post with the dao. Certified copy of G.D. Entry No. 

539 dated 26/08/2008 bears a note in this regard. If the accused would have 

visited the police station only to inform police about the fact that somebody 

had inflicted injuries on the person of the deceased then certainly police 

would have note down about the said fact in the G.D. Entry No. 539 but G.D. 

Entry did not contain any note in this aspect. The independent witness Sri 

Pradeep Bora [PW-2] who happened to be at the Bhogdoimukh Police Out 

Post also would have disclose the fact that the accused only informed at the 

Out Post about somebody inflicting dao injury by the dao upon the deceased 

if actually the accused by coming to the Out Post would have revealed such a 

fact. Similarly, Sri Lakhi Hatibaruah [PW-3], the constable and the I.O. [PW-9] 

also bore no enmity or motive so as to not to record the alleged version of the 

accused that somebody inflicted the dao injury to her husband if actually said 

information would had given by the accused at that time  

 

30).        The defence side tried to raise doubt regarding the evidence of PW-4 

by pointing out to the fact that though he disclosed inflicting dao blows by 

accused yet the doctor found only the injuries which are lacerated injuries and 

on this count strenuously argued that it creates serious doubt regarding 

credibility of the testimony of PW-1. 

                The law is well settled that the medical evidence is opinion evidence 

and if the witnesses are believed the so-called inconsistency loses much of its 

force. In the case of Husaina –versus- State of Uttar Pradesh, AIR 1971 SC 
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260, the Court even presumed that the appellant could have used the blunt 

side of the spade. 

                In the case of Gangadhar Behera –versus- State of Orissa, (2002) 8 

SCC 381, the Hon’ble Apex Court observed: 

               “At this juncture, it would be appropriate to deal with the plea that ocular 

evidence and medical evidence are at variance. It would be erroneous to accord undue 

primacy to the hypothetical answers of medical witnesses to exclude the eye witnesses 

account which had to be tested independently and not treated as the ‘variable’ keeping 

the medical evidence as the ‘constant’”. 

                In the case of Mani Ram –versus- State of Rajasthan, 1993 Supp (3) 

SCC 18, the Hon’ble Apex Court even observed, “medical evidence is opinion 

evidence and is hardly decisive”. 

                 In the instant case, the doctor found multiple injuries at different 

portions like skull (fracture injury), forehead with fracture bone on the 

temperal parietal region of the skull right & left side. Though the doctor 

opined the injuries as lacerated yet in view of the trustworthy version of 

witness PW-4 Sri Prasanta Bora it is proved that death of the deceased was 

caused by the accused with the help of the dao which she produced before 

the I.O. at the Police Out Post. I do not find anything to doubt his testimony. 

He found injuries on the person of the deceased wherefrom blood was oozing 

out. The informant also noticed Babul in a pool of blood. The independent 

witness Sri Babati Bora also noticed pool of blood at the place of occurrence 

and cut injuries at the head of the deceased. The I.O. also found cut injuries 

on the body of deceased Babul Bora while he visited the deceased at the 

hospital. The Inquest Report [Exhibit-2] shows that there are serious injuries 

like cut injuries on the head, hand, leg of the deceased. Considering the above 

facts I feel that no doubt can be crept in due to doctor’s finding that injuries 

are lacerated injuries. The dao with which the blows were given might not be 

sharp edged or the blunt side of the dao might be used by the accused and as 

such the doctor might have found that the injuries are lacerated injuries. 
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31).           In this particular case, there is direct evidence of eyewitness. Sri 

Prasanta Saikia [PW-4] regarding the fact that he witnessed dao blow being 

inflicted upon his own brother Babul Bora by accused Rekha Bora who is the 

wife of deceased Babul on the date of occurrence at 4.30/5 p.m. The above 

facts gets corroboration by the following circumstantial evidence. 

1. Sri Bubul Bora [PW-1] who is the another brother after hearing the scream of the 

deceased at about 4.30 p.m. noticed the accused with the dao in her hand in the 

house of the accused. 

2. The accused fled away immediately hearing hue & cry raised by PW-4 and seeing 

the other brother-in-law PW-1 . 

3. The informant found his brother Babul Bora immediately thereafter lying in 

injured condition near the bed of the house of Babul Bora. 

4. Prior to the incident the accused returned back to his house from the Gopini 

Sabha though the Sabha was continuing and PW-4 Sri Prasanta Bora who is her 

adjacent neighbour noticed her. 

5. Immediately after her arrival the PW-4 Sri Prasanta Bora heard the scream of the 

deceased. 

6. Though the accused submitted that she came to the house from the Gopini Sabha 

hearing the scream of her husband yet none of the persons of Gopini Sabha came 

to the place of occurrence. If any such scream would have been heard by her in 

the Gopini Sabha then certainly it would have attracted other attendants of the 

Gopini Sabha but there is no evidence in this respect. 

7. Though the deceased was with serious injury the wife of the accused instead of 

drawing the attention of neighbourers to shift the husband to hospital ran to the 

police station with the dao in her hands. 

8. The dao was seized from accused by the police in presence of independent 

witness Sri Pradeep Bora [PW-2] and constable Sri Lakhi Hatibaruah [PW-3], vide 

Exhibit-3. 

9. PW-2, PW-6 & IO. Did not speak anything to the effect that accused informed 

police at the police station about somebody inflicting injury upon her husband. 

 

32).          From the evidence on record it is crystal clear that prosecution has 

established beyond reasonable doubt that on 26/08/2008 at about 4.30/5 

p.m. the accused caused death of her husband by inflicting dao blows. The 
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fact that multiple injury was caused by the accused on the deceased by sharp 

cutting weapon and some of which are injury at the vital portions of the 

deceased like the parietal region, it is clear that the accused had both the 

intention and knowledge to cause death of her husband. The prosecution has 

able to establish a case u/S. 302 of IPC against the accused beyond all the 

reasonable doubt. Accordingly, Smt. Rekha Bora is convicted u/S. 302 of IPC.  

 

Sessions Judge, Jorhat 

 
Date: 18-09-2012 
 
HEARING ON SENTENCE 
 

33).        Accused Smt. Rekha Bora is produced before me from jail hajot. 

Regarding sentence, accused Smt. Rekha Bora is heard. She stated that she 

has to look after her small children and prayed for dealing her leniently. 

Considering the submissions as put forwarded by the accused, accused Smt. 

Rekha Bora is sentenced to undergo RIGOROUS IMPRISONMENT for LIFE and 

also to pay a fine of Rs. 2,000/- [Rupees Two thousand], in-default, further 

RIGOROUS IMPRISONMENT for another 2 (two) months. 

               The period of detention already undergone by the accused shall be 

set off against the period of her sentence. 

               The seized dao be destroyed in due course of law. 

 

34).        Furnish a copy of judgment free of cost to the accused. 

                Send a copy of this judgment to the District Magistrate, Jorhat. 

               Given under my hand and seal of this Court on this 18th day of 

September 2012. 

Sessions Judge, Jorhat 

Typed & transcribed by: 

 

Sri Mrinal Jyoti Bora (Stenographer) 
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